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Abstract:

Although the rate of well classified prototypes using tree-edit-distance is satisfactory, the exhaustive classi-
fication is expensive. Some fast methods as AESA and LAESA have been proposed to find nearest neigh-
bours in metric spaces. The average number of distances computed by these algorithms does not depend
on the number of prototypes. In this paper we apply these classifiers algorithms to the task of handwritten
character recognition and obtain a low average error rate (2%) and a fast classification.

1 Introduction

Pattern classification based on the nearest-neighbour
(NN) decision rule is very popular in Pattern Recog-
nition (Dasarathy 1991). Apart its simplicity and ex-
cellent properties, the NN rule allows us to design
pattern classifiers that can directly manage any type
of data. This advantage is of great interest since
there are many Pattern Recognition problems involv-
ing data sets which cannot be adequately represented
in a suitable vector space, though a distance function
or metric is available to measure the dissimilarity be-
tween data points (Vidal 1986). In our case, the pro-
totypes are labelled trees and we use the tree-edit-
distance (Zhang and Shasha 1989). The high cost
associated with the computation of distances make
the NN searching process too expensive to implement
practical efficient systems. Therefore, algorithms for
fast NN searching in general metric spaces would help
in this task.

In order to explore the application of this kind
of algorithms to this problem, we apply some fast
NN classifiers to the NIST SPECIAL DATABASE
3 of National Institute of Standards and Technology
also used in Gómez et al. (1995), Micó and Oncina
(1998), López and Piñaga (2000) and Pérez-Cortés
et al. (2000).

2 Feature extraction

The Arcelli and di Baja (1985) thinning algorithm to
eliminate redundant information was applied to all bi-
nary images used in the training set. These images are
the start point of the process of the tree representa-
tion. We followed the similar process that López and
Piñaga (2000):

1. The first left pixel is chosen and assigned the tree
root with a special label “0”.

2. Every tree node has so many descendents as neigh-
bours has the selected pixel.

3. Each branch is extended following the neighbour
until one of this criteria are true:

(a) the branch has the maximum fixed parameter
size window=8;

(b) the pixel has no neighbours (terminal pixel);
(c) the pixel has more than a neighbour (intersection

pixels).

4. A new node is assigned to every pixel in the step
3. The node is labelled as show in the equation
1. Result of dividing 2D space in 8 regions; the
north is labelled with “

�
” and clockwise, the rest

is labelled. When the label of a segment has to be
obtained, the starting pixel shall be placed at the
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Figure 1: 2D labelled regions
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Figure 2: A digit example: (a) original image; (b)
thinned image; (c) final labelled tree

origin of the axes; the labels is assigned to the fi-
nal pixel depending on its relative situation to the
starting one (figure 1). These labels are similar as
codes used in Freeman (1961) except the special
code “0” is assigned to the root label and the rest of
2D directions start at “1” until “8”.���� ��� if ����� 	�
������� ���
����������

otherwise 	 
������� ��� � �
��� ��� �"!#�� (1)

5. For each node with neighbours, go to step 2.

The trees obtained with this process have labelled
nodes. To transform these trees in skeletons without
loss of information, the below operator is applied:$&%('*),+ � )-/.1032$&%4'657'98 !;: <�< <=: 8#>�+?+ �A@ '95 : $&%�'B8 ! + :�< <�<=: $&%�'B8#>�+?+-DC*EGFIHIHIH F CBJK032MLNF OP032

(2)
Where Q is the labels (from “ � ” until “ R ”), QTS is

the set of all trees using Q as node label,
5'*8 ! :�< <�<=: 8 > +is the label of this node with its U descendents and @is a special symbol which doesn’t belong to Q set. A

feature example is showed in the figure 2.

3 The tree-edit-distance

A general tree-edit-distance is described in Zhang
and Shasha (1989). In this paper the weights used
by the distance have been adapted to obtain better
results. The distance between two ordered trees is
considered to be the weighted number of edit oper-
ations (insert, delete and modify) to transform one
tree to another. A dynamic programming algorithm
is implemented to compute the distance betweenV ! and

V � in time W 'YX V ! X,Z[X V � XKZ]\ ! Z^\ � +
where

\ ! � _`ba '
depth

' V ! + : leaves
' V ! +Y+ ,\ � � _`ba '

depth
' V � + : leaves

' V � +?+ and spaceW 'YX V ! X,Z[X V � X + .
Let us consider the three kinds of operations. Sub-

stituting U means changing the label on U (figure 3).
When deleting a node U , the children of U become
the children of the parent of U and U is removed (fig-
ure 4). Insertion is complementary of deletion. This
means that inserting U as the child of U"c will make U
the parent of a consecutive subsequence of the current
children of U c (figure 5).

Each basic operation has a associated weight.
We use the weights proposed in Rico-Juan (1999).
The insertion and deletion has a weight dfe �dhg � � . Substitution weights dfiIj are
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Figure 4: Deletion of node � .
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Figure 5: Insertion of node � .
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Figure 6: Weights of substitution operation

_`ba 'YX � ��� X : R�� X � ��� X + . This equation assign
smaller weights to close directions and larger weights
to distant directions as shown in the figure 6.

4 The algorithms

Classification by NN (Dasarathy 1991) consists in as-
signing every sample the same class as the nearest
neighbour in a set of prototypes � .

In this paper three methods are compared:

1. The simply exhaustive search where a new sample8
is compared with all database prototypes.

2. The Approximating and Eliminating Search Algo-
rithm (AESA). This algorithm can be applied to
general metric spaces and stands out as the fastest
one in terms of distance computations required dur-
ing NN search. Although it was originally devel-
oped using geometric arguments (Vidal 1986), an
improved version which formally adheres the al-
gorithmic strategy of (best-first) Branch & Bound
has been proposed (Vidal 1994). According to the
latter version, the AESA searches for the distance
form a test sample to its NN prototype though a
very tight Triangle-Inequality-based lower bound
function, both for selecting prototypes which are
gradually closer to the test sample (Approxima-
tion), and for pruning-out those prototypes whose
lower bound estimates are not lesser than the small-
est distance found form the test sample to the pro-
totypes which have been already examined (Elim-
ination). In addition to the accuracy of the esti-
mates provided by this bounding function, it can
be cheaply computed at the expense of preprocess-
ing the matrix of pairwise distances between proto-
types. As a result, for data sets involving affordable
space requirements, empirical test has shown that
the AESA performs NN search in constant average
time.

3. Linear AESA (Micó et al. 1994, LAESA) is simi-
lar to previous algorithm. However, LAESA uses a
linear array of distances computed in preprocessed
time. The procedure starts by selecting from the
given prototypes a relative small set, called “base
prototypes” (BP), and computing the distances be-
tween them and the complete set of prototypes.
One of the best strategies for selecting a subset ofU base prototypes � ��� � ! :�< <b< : � >�� is proposed in
(Micó 1996). The first one, � ! , is randomly selected
and then, for

� � � : � : <b< < : U� i ������� _�� �! 0#"�$&%('*),+ i % !_` a-/. ! �
\ '10 : � - + �
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# Prototypes � �
1000 95.00 0.87
2000 96.25 0.72
3000 96.63 0.60
4000 97.26 0.49
5000 98.00 0.40

Table 1: Average classification error-rate ( � ) and stan-
dard deviation ( � ).
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Figure 7: Average error rate obtained when classify-
ing some sets of digits in the NIST database.

This strategy is slightly better than the proposed in
the original paper (Micó et al. 1994). In this paper
the BP prototypes never are pruning in Elimination
conditions.

5 Results

The labelled trees used in the training set of experi-
ments are the same as the classification proofs made
in López and Piñaga (2000) where a edit distance
between a tree and a deterministic tree automaton
(López et al. 2000) was used to classify with a � � %
error-rate.

We divided in � sets of different size
� �3�3� , � �3�3� ,� � �3� , � �3� � y �/�3� � , using from each subset ��� % of

the prototypes for training and the � � % as test.
The accuracy of NN search applied to this problem

is shown in table 1 and graphically in figure 7. We
can see as the error rate is always below 3%.

In figure 8, the average number of computed dis-
tances to classify a prototype is shown. While the dis-
tances computed by exhaustive algorithm grows lin-
early with respect to the size of training set, the num-
ber computed by AESA tends to constant (

� � ), and
those computed by LAESA tends to a higher constant
( � � ).
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Figure 8: Average number of distances computed by
the algorithms as a function of the numbers of proto-
types
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Figure 9: Average number of samples classified per
second by the algorithms, as a function of the num-
bers of prototypes
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Figure 9 shows the number of prototypes classified
per second. They decrease when the training set size
grows, but AESA and LAESA much higher rate (10
times exhaustive).

An AMD Athlon 1.2 GHz with Linux O. S. was
used to perform the experiments.

6 Conclusions

This paper shows that NN search combined with tree-
edit-distance is an efficient method in Handwritten
Character Recognition. The AESA and LAESA al-
gorithms compute very few distances in order to find
NN in metric spaces where exhaustive search is pro-
hibitive.

In previous works (Micó and Oncina 1998) a loose-
ness was needed to compute less distances per proto-
type to make efficient the real task but the error rate
grows. In this case the results obtained with AESA
and LAESA are satisfactory even without the loose-
ness.

In Gómez et al. (1995) the NIST prototypes are rep-
resented as chains of 2D codes but in this case the
error rate is slightly better.
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